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Android sdk install gradle

The current edition of Gradla is 6.7.1. You can download binary files and view documents for all Gradle versions from the release page. Gradle requirements work on all major operating systems and require only Java JDK version 8 or more to be installed. To check, run java -version: $ java -version java
version 1.8.0_121 On request and live online training is available for free to Gradle users. Self-paced tutorials are a good place to try Gradle with different languages with docs. Gradle has a new building visual inspection tool called build scans. Finally, gradle newsletter is a great way to keep UP-TO-
DATE, with problems created monthly. Installing with SDKMAN Manager! is a tool for managing parallel versions of multiple software development kits on most Unix-based systems. $sdk install gradle 6.7.1 Homebrew is the missing macOS package manager. Other package managers are also available,
but the version of Gradla they distribute is not controlled by Gradle, Inc. Linux package managers can distribute a modified version of Gradla that is incompatible or incomplete compared to the official version (available from SDKMAN! or below). Installing manual step 1. Download the latest distribution
gradle Current edition of Gradla is version 6.7.1, released on 16 November 2020. The distribution zip file comes in two flavors: Binary Only Kit, with documents and sources If in doubt, select a binary version and review documents and sources online. Need to work with the older version? See the releases
page. Step two. Unpack the distribution of Linux &amp; MacOS users Unpack the distribution zip file into the directory of your choice, eg: $ mkdir / opt / gradle $ unzip -d / opt / gradle gradle-6.7.1-bin.zip $ ls / opt / gradle / gradle-6.7.1 LICENSE NOTICE BIN getting-start.html init.d lib media Microsoft
Windows users Create a new directory C:\Gradle with File Explorer. Open the second File Explorer window and go to the directory where gradle distribution was downloaded. Double-click the ZIP archive to expose the content. Drag the gradle-6.7.1 content folder to the newly created C:\Gradle folder.
Alternatively, you can unpack gradle distribution ZIP in C:\Gradle using the archive tool of your choice. Step 3. Configure your Linux environment &amp; MacOS users Configure your path environment variable to turn on unpacked distribution bin layouts &gt; &gt;, such as $PATH. In system variables,
select Path, and then click Edit. Add entry for C:\Gradle\gradle-6.7.1\bin. Click OK to save. Step 4. Confirm your installation Open the console (or Windows Command Prompt) and run gradle -v to start the gradle and display the ------------------------------------------------------------, such as <a0></a0> and
<a1>Windows Command Query</a1> . Upgrade with Gradla wrapper If your existing Gradle-based construction uses Gradle Wrapper, you can easily upgrade by running the wrapper task, specifying the desired gradle version: $./gradlew cover -- gradle-version= 6.7.1 -- distribution-type = bin Have an
guess that it is not necessary for gradles to be installed to use gradla wrappers. The following invocation of gradlew or gradlewa.bat will download and cache the specified version of Gradla. $ ./gradlew tasks Download ... Older editions Of all releases and their previews can be found on the release page.
Command-Line Completion Command-line completion scripts are available for bash and zsh. This provides for completion for Gradle tasks and command options. In this step, you'll learn: Set up the software needed to develop Android. How to check for preinstalled software. How to install missing
software. Mac OS X or Windows Developer Machine. Successfully complete step 1, Install common components. Components of Android development include: Java Development Kit (JDK) Android Studio with Gradle Android SDK You install JDK and Android Studio and then install an Android SDK from
Android Studio. The Android Studio installer also installs a tool to build the Gradle command line. The minimum versions that Mobile SDK 8.1 requires are: JDK 8 (reported as version 1.8.x on line commands) Android Studio 3.5.3 with Gradle 4.6 Android SDK level 23 (minimum API) to 29 (target API) To
verify that it is already installed, type java -version go to the oracle.com/java on the OS command query. Download and run the installer for your operating system. When the installer is finished, go back to step 1. You download installations for Android Studio tools with developer.android.com/studio. To
check if it's already installed, look for the program file: Android Studio.app on Mac OS; studio.exe or studio64.exe (or shortcut to Android Studio) in Windows. Go to developer.android.com/studio. Download and run the installer for your operating system. Step through the Android Studio Setup Wizard, and
then click Finish. Android apps list different levels of API. According to Android documentation: The minimum API level is the lowest level of API with which your app is compatible The target level of the API is the highest level of API according to which you designed and tested your application . Mobile
SDK 8.1 uses Android Marshmallow (API 23) as its minimum and Android 10 (API 29) as its target. Open Android Studio. At the bottom of the Welcome screen, click Configure, and on the drop menu, click SDK Manager. Select all API levels 23 through 29, and then click OK. If prompted, confirm the
download, accept the license agreement, and click Next. When downloads are complete, fire the SDK manager. Choose Start a new Android Studio project from the Android Studio welcome screen. In the wizard, click as he asked you to accept all default settings, and then click Finish. If prompted, click
accept incoming network connections. In Android Studio, click the AVD Manager tool. On the Virtual Devices page, click Create Virtual Device... Select a device definition and click Next. Under Select a system image, click x86 Pictures. Scroll down to the image that supports API level 23 and click
Download next to picture name. After the download is complete, select the picture and click Next. Click Finish. Good job! Now, when you create an Android app for Mobile SDK, you can load it into Android Studio, build it and run it in an emulator. If Android Studio is looking for an upgrade of tools to build
or gradle files, it's a good thing to accept. But how to create an Android app for Mobile SDK? Read on. To create Android apps that are compatible with a mobile SDK, use .js command line called forcedroid. Forcedroid is the fastest and easiest way to create all kinds of mobile SDK apps for Android. You
just enter some metadata as prompted, and a few minutes later you have a fully configured Gradle project that you can open in Android Studio. Use the npm install command to install forcedroid. Open the Terminal app on your Mac or a Command Prompt in Windows. Define a variable ANDROID_HOME
system that refers to the installed Android SDK. For example, on a Mac, the path is usually /Users/&lt;username&gt;/Library/Android/sdk. Be sure to store the variable in the settings of the permanent environment so that you should not constantly repurpose it. To install forcedroid, set the npm install
command. If prompted on your Mac, enter your system password. To test the installation, type a forced version and click Return. For information about forced use, type forcedroid and click Return. You're done! Your Android development environment is ready to develop the native Mobile SDK app. If
you're interested, you can now continue to either iOS, hybrid, or React Native installation step. That's it. We're not going to check your lineup. Click Confirm Step to continue with the next step in the project. Sign up to continue your account. Get personalized recommendations for your career goals Practice
your skills with practical challenges and quizzes Follow and share your progress with employers Connect with mentoring and career opportunities The Android building system compiles app resources and source code and packages them into APCs that you can test, implement, sign and distribute. Android
Studio uses Gradle, an advanced toolkit for construction, to automate and manage the construction process, while allowing you to define flexible custom build configurations. Each build configuration can define its own set of codes and resources, while reusing parts common to all versions of your
application. The Android add-on for Gradle works with a toolkit to create how provided processes and configuration settings that are specific to building and testing Android applications. Gradle and Android plugin run independently of Android Studio. This means you can build your Android apps from the
inside &lt;/username&gt; &lt;/username&gt; Studio, a command line on your machine, or on machines that Android Studio isn't installed on (such as continuous integration servers). If you're not using Android Studio, you can learn how to build and run an app from a command line. The construction output
is the same whether you're building a project from a command line, on a remote machine, or using Android Studio. Keep on the take on the question: Since gradle and android plugin are used independently of Android Studio, you need to update the building tools separately. Read your release notes to
learn how to update Gradle and the Android plugin. The flexibility of the Android build system allows you to perform custom build configurations without modifying the basic source files of your app. This section helps you understand how the Android construction system works and how it can help you
customize and automate multiple construction configurations. If you simply want to learn more about implementing the app, check out Building and Running from Android Studios. To start creating custom build configurations with Android Studio right away, see Build Configuration Variants. Construction
process The construction process involves many tools and processes that turn your project into an Android application package (APK). The construction process is very flexible, so it is useful to understand some of what is happening under the hood. Figure 1. The process of building a typical android
application module. The process of creating a typical Android application module, as shown in Figure 1, follows these general steps: Compilers convert your source code into DEX (Dalvik Executable) files, which include bytecode running on Android devices and everything else into assembled resources.
APK Packager combines DEX files and compiled resources into a single APK. However, before your app can be installed and deployed to your Android device, the APK must be signed. APK Packager signs your APK using debug or release keystore: If you're building a debug version of your app, i.e. an
app you only plan to test and profile, the packer signs your app with debug keystore. Android Studio automatically configures new projects with debug keystore. If you're building a version of the release app that you plan to publish from the outside, the packer signs your app using the release button. To
create a release keystore, read about signing an app in Android Studio. Before generating the final APK, the packer uses the zipalign tool to optimize your app to use less memory when running on your device. At the end of the construction process, you have either a debug APK or publish your app APK
that you can use to deploy, test, or release to external users. Gradla custom build configurations and android plug-in help you configure the following aspects of your build: Build types define specific properties Gradle benefits when building and packing your app and are usually configured for different
stages of your development lifecycle. For the debug build type allows debug options and signs apk key to correct time, while the type of release build can be reduced, blurmmed and signed your APK with a release key for distribution. You need to define at least one type of workmanship to build your app
— Android Studio creates document correction and publishing types by default. To start adjusting your app's packaging settings, learn how to configure build types. Product Flavors Product flavors represent different versions of your app that you can publish to users, such as free and paid versions of your
app. You can customize product flavors to use different codes and resources, while sharing and reusing parts common to all versions of your app. Product flavors are optional and must be created manually. To start creating different versions of the app, learn how to configure product flavors. Construction
variants The construction variant is a cross product of the type of construction and taste of the product, and is the configuration that Gradle uses to build your application. Using variants to build, you can build a debug version of your product flavors during development or signed versions of the product for
distribution. Although you do not configure to build variants directly, do not configure the types of construction and flavors of the products that form them. Creating additional types of construction or taste of the product also creates additional variants of construction. To learn how to create and manage build
variants, read an overview of configuration variants. Manifest entries You can specify values for some manifest file properties in the build variant configuration. These build values override existing values in the manifest file. This is useful if you want to generate multiple APKs for your modules where each
apk file has a different application name, minimal SDK version, or target SDK version. When multiple manifests are present, Gradle merges the manifest settings. Dependencies Construction system manages project dependency from your local document and from remote repositiries. This prevents you
from manually searching, downloading, and copying binary packages of your dependencies to the project directory. For more information, see Add build dependencies. Signing The Construction System allows you to specify signing settings in the construction configuration and can automatically sign your
APKs during the construction process. The construction system signs the debug version with the default key and certificate using known credentials to avoid a password query at the time of construction. The construction system does not sign the release version unless you explicitly define the signature
configuration for this construction. If you don't have a release key, you can generate it as described in the Sign App app. Resource reduction The construction system allows you to specify another ProGuard rules for each variant of construction. When building an application, the building system applies an
appropriate set of rules to reduce code and resources using built-in reduction tools, such as R8, R8. Multiple support for the APK Construction System allows you to automatically build different APKs that each contain only the code and resources needed for a specific screen density or Application Binary
Interface (ABI). For more information, see Build more APK. Creating a configuration file Create custom build configurations requires you to make changes to one or more configuration files to create or build.gradle files. These plain text files use domain-specific language (DSL) to describe and manipulate
construction logic using Groovy, which is a dynamic language for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). You don't need to know Groovy to start configuring your build because the Android plugin for Gradle represents most of the DSL elements you need. To learn more about the DSL Android plug-in, read the
DSL reference documentation. When launching a new project, Android Studio automatically creates some of these files for you, as shown in number 2, and resushes them based on reasonable default settings. Figure 2. The default project structure for the Android application module. There are several
gradle build configuration files that are part of the standard project structure for the Android app. Before you start configuring your physique, it's important to understand the scope and purpose of each of these files and the basic DSL elements you should define. The Gradle File Settings.gradle file, located
in the root project directory, tells Gradle which modules to include when building the application. For most projects, the file is simple and includes only the following: turn on :application However, projects with multiple modules need to determine each module that should go into final construction. The top-
level build.gradle file, located in the root project directory, defines the build configurations that apply to all modules in your project. By default, the top level of build file uses a buildscript block to define gradle repositoria and dependencies common to all modules in the project. The following code sample
describes the default settings and DSL elements that you can find in the top-level build.gradle after a new project is created. /** * Block buildscript is where configuritria and * addictions for Gradle itself - meaning, you shouldn't include dependencies * for your modules here. For example, this block
includes an Android plugin for * Gradle as an addiction because it provides additional instructions gradle * needs to build modules of Android applications. */ buildscript { /** * The repositor block configures the repositoria that Gradle uses to * search or download dependencies. Gradle preconfigures
support for remote * repositria such as JCenter, Maven Central and Ivy. You can also use local * repositria or define your own remote repositiries. The code below defines * JCenter as a gradle repository should be to look for your addictions. * New projects created using Android Studio 3.0 and up also
include * Google's Google Repository. */ Repositoria { google() jcenter() } /** * Dependency block configures dependencies that Gradle should use * to build your project. The following line adds an Android plugin for Gradle * version 4.0.0 as a class dependency. */ dependencies { classpath
'com.android.tools.build:gradle:4.0.0' } } /** * Block allprojects is where configuritria and * dependencies used by all modules in your project, such as third-party add-ons * or libraries. However, you should configure module-specific dependencies in * each build.gradle file at the module level. For new
Projects Android Studio * includes JCenter and Google's Maven repository by default, but does not * configures any dependencies (unless you select a template that requires some). */ allprojects { repositoria { google() jcenter() } } Configure project-wide properties For Android projects that include multiple
modules, it may be useful to define specific properties at the project level and divide them across modules. You can do this by adding additional properties to the ext block in the upper level of the build.gradle file. buildscript {...} allprojects {...} // This block includes custom properties and makes them
available to all // modules in the project. ext { // Follows only a few examples of property types that you can define. To access these properties from modules in the same project, use the following syntax in the build.gradle module file (you can find out more about this file in the section below). android { //
Use the following syntax to access properties you have defined at the project level: // rootProject.ext.property_name composeSdkVersion rootProject.ext.compileSdkVersion ... } dependencies { implementation of com.android.support:appcompat-v7:${rootProject.ext.supportLibVersion} ... Keep your point
at the beginning: Although Gradle allows you to define module-level properties at the project level, you should avoid this because it causes modules that share these properties to be paired. Connecting modules makes it difficult to export modules as a standalone project later and effectively prevents
Gradle from using parallel project execution to speed up the construction of multiple modules. The module-level build.gradle file, located in each project/module/directory, allows you to configure the settings to build the specific module in which it is located. Configuring these build settings allows you to
provide custom packaging options, such as additional types of workmanship and product flavors, and to override the settings in the main/application manifest or the premium build.gradle file. This sample Android app module build.gradle file outlines some of the basic DSL elements and settings that you
should know. /** * First line in configuration Android plugin for * Gradle for this construction and makes android block available to determine * Android specific construction options. */ apply the plugin: 'com.android.application' /** * Android block is where you configure all your Android-specific * construction
options. */ android { /** * compileSdkVersion determines the Android API level that gradle should use to * assemble the app. This means that your app can use API features included in * this api level and lower. */ compileSdkVersion 28 /** * buildToolsVersion lists the version of the SDK construction tool,
the command line * utilities and compilers that Gradle should use to build your app. You must * download construction tools using SDK Manager. * This property is optional because the plugin uses the recommended version * of the build tool by default. */ buildToolsVersion 29.0.2 /** * DefaultConfig block
includes default settings and entries for all * construction variants and can override some attributes in main / AndroidManifest.xml * dynamically from the construction system. You can configure product flavors to override * these values for different versions of the app. */ defaultConfig { /** * applicationId
uniquely identifies the publishing package. * However, Your source code should still point to the package name * defined by the package attribute in the main /AndroidManifest.xml file. */ applicationId 'com.example.myapp' // Defines the minimum level of API required to run the application. minSdkVersion
15 // Specifies the api level used to test the application. targetSdkVersion 28 // Defines the version number of your application. versionCode 1 // Defines the user-friendly version name for your application. * By default, the construction system defines two types of construction: correction of documents and



release. * Type of debug build is not explicitly displayed in the default construction configuration, * but includes tools to correct corrections and is signed with a key to correct corrections. Release type * build applies Proguard settings and is not signed by default. */ buildTypes { /** * By default, Android
Studio configures the release build type to allow code reduction , using minifyEnabled and lists the default Proguard policy file. */ release { minifyEnabled true // Enables code shrinking for the release build type. proguardFiles getDefaultProguardFile('proguard-android.txt'), 'proguard-rules.pro' } } /** *
Product blockFlavors is where you can configure multiple flavors. * This allows you to create different versions of the app that can * override the defaultConfig block with its own settings. Product flavors * are optional, and the construction system does not create them by default. * This example creates a
free and paid taste of the product. Each product flavor * then lists its own app ID, so they can exist on google * play store, or Android device, simultaneously. * If flavors of the product, you must also declare the dimensions of taste * and assign each to the dimension of taste. */ flavorDimensions tier
productFlavors { free { dimension tier applicationId 'com.example.myapp.free' } paid { dimension tier applicationId 'com.example.myapp.paid' } } /** * Splits block is where you can configure different APK builds that * each contains only code and resources for supported screen density or * ABI. You will also
need to configure your physique so that each APK has * a different versionDooks. */ shares { // Settings for building multiple APK based on screen density. density { // Enable or disable the construction of multiple APCs. enable false // Turn off these densities when building multiple APCs. turn off ldpi,
tvdpi, xxxhdpi, 400dpi, 560dpi } } /** * Dependency block in module-level configuration * determines the dependencies required to build only modules. * To learn more, go to Add Building Dependency. */ dependencies { implementation project(:lib) implementation com.android.support:appcompat-v7:28.0.0
implementation of fileTree(dir: libs, include: ['*.jar']) } Gradle properties files Gradle also includes two real estate files, located in your core project directory, which you can use to determine the settings for the gradle build toolkit itself: gradle.properties Here you can configure gradle settings at the project
level, such as the maximum size of the daemona gradle pile. For more information, see The Build Environment. local.properties Configures local environment properties for the construction system, including the following: ndk.dir - Path to NDK. This property has been depreceed. All downloaded versions
of NDK will be installed in the ndk directory within the Android SDK directory. sdk.dir - Path to SDK. cmake.dir - Road to CMake. ndk.symlinkdir - in Android Studio 3.5+, creates a simlink on the NDK that may be shorter than the installed NDK track. Re-map the NDK to a shorter path (Windows only) The
most common problem with Long Windows paths is that the tools (such as ld.exe) in the installed NDK folder end up with very deep paths, but the tools do not support the long runs well. In local.properties, you can set up the ndk.symlinkdir object to request that the Gradle add-in create a symlink to the
sNDK. The path of this symlink may be shorter than the existing NDK folder. For example, ndk.symlinkdir = C:\ will result in the following simlink: C:dk\19.0.5232133 The Gradle File Synchronization Project When you make changes to configuration files in your project, Android Studio requires you to
synchronize your project files so that it can introduce build configuration changes and run some checks to make sure your configuration doesn't create build errors. To synchronize your project files, click Sync Now in the notification bar that appears when you make a change, as shown in issue 3, or click
Sync Project from the menu bar. If Android Studio notices any configuration errors, for example, your source code uses an API available only at an API level higher than your The Messages window appears to describe the problem. Figure 3. Synchronize a project with configuration files in Android Studio.
The source sets Android Studio logically groups source code and resources for each module into the source sets. The main / original set of modules includes code and resources used by all its variants of construction. Additional source set directors are optional, and Android Studio doesn't automatically
create them for you when you configure new build variants. However, creating original sets, similar to the main /, helps organize files and resources that gradle should use only when building certain versions of your application: src/main/ This set of sources includes code and resources common to all
variants of construction. src/buildType/ Create this set of sources to include code and resources only for a specific type of construction. src/productFlavor/ Create this original set that includes code and resources only for a specific taste of the product. For example: If you configure your physique to
combine more product flavors, you can create original directories for each combination of product flavors between flavor dimensions: src/productFlavor1ProductFlavor2/src/productFlavorBuildType/Create this original set that includes code and resources for only a specific construction variant. For
example, to generate a fullDebug version of an application, the construction system combines code, settings and resources from the following source sets: src / fullDebug / (set of sources of construction variant) src / debug / (set of sources of type of construction) src / full / (set of product flavor sources)
src / main / (main set of sources) Keep in place: When you create a new file or directory in Android Studio, using File &gt; New menu options, you can create it for a specific set of sources. The original sets you can select are based on build configurations, and Android Studio automatically creates the
necessary directories if they don't already exist. If different source sets contain different versions of the same file, Gradle uses the following order of priorities when deciding which file to use (source sets on the left override files and settings of source sets on the right &gt;): build variant type &gt; product
flavor &gt; main source set &gt; library dependency This allows Gradle to use files that are specific to the construction variant you are trying to build while reusing activities, application logic, and resources common to other versions of your application. When merging multiple manifests, Gradle uses the
same order of priorities, so that each variant of construction can define different components or permissions in the final manifest. To learn more about creating custom source sets, go to Create source sets for build variants. Variants.
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